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War on Terror, Inc 2007
surveying the activities of private contractors in the provision of frontline mercenaries security services guarding key
installations and vips prisons and law enforcement media management and intelligence gathering at home and abroad hughes
demonstrated that the private sector and its army of lobbyists and salesmen are continuously lowering the practical and moral
barriers to interventions of every kind from torture and imprisonment without trial to blanket surveillance of the civilian
population and to outright war meanwhile the state is evermore evasive when it comes to taking responsibility for the practices
it authorizes via agreements drawn up under a veil of commercial privacy and remains as inept as it has ever been at procuring
efficiency and value for money from its contracts

Trump and the Deeper Crisis 2022-12-12
as far right forces cement their hold on the republican party and as the democratic party appears unable to stop them what lies
ahead the authors argue that confronting trumpism requires a frontal attack on the conditions that incubated the monster

The Invisible Soldiers 2015-07-28
reveals unsettling practices in the privatization of american national security services to trace the establishment of and
questionable dependency on private military and security companies by the author of savage peace 40 000 first printing

The Hidden Structure of Violence 2015-07-17
acts of violence assume many forms they may travel by the arc of a guided missile or in the language of an economic policy and
they may leave behind a smoldering village or a starved child the all pervasiveness of violence makes it seem like an
unavoidable and ultimately incomprehensible aspect of the modern world but in this detailed and expansive book marc pilisuk
and jen rountree demonstrate otherwise widespread violence they argue is in fact an expression of the underlying social order
and whether it is carried out by military forces or by patterns of investment the aim is to strengthen that order for the benefit of
the powerful the hidden structure of violence marshals vast amounts of evidence to examine the costs of direct violence
including military preparedness and the social reverberations of war alongside the costs of structural violence expressed as
poverty and chronic illness it also documents the relatively small number of people and corporations responsible for facilitating
the violent status quo whether by setting the range of permissible discussion or benefiting directly as financiers and
manufacturers the result is a stunning indictment of our violent world and a powerful critique of the ways through which violence
is reproduced on a daily basis whether at the highest levels of the state or in the deepest recesses of the mind

Charting Corporate Corruption 2009-01-01
in the post enron era corporate corruption has increasingly featured on the research agenda this informative book provides a
novel approach by charting the actual causes of corruption this highly topical volume demonstrates how agency the decisions
and choices of individuals and structure the contextual pressures in the business environment can interact to result in the rapid
escalation of corporate crime and corruption by analysing and describing the social psychological dimensions of this escalation
the book prescribes preventive measures that can be adapted and implemented by business organizations loaded with case
studies and prospective solutions charting corporate corruption will be valuable to post graduates studying business ethics
sociology and psychology and to researchers seeking new theories and concepts in this field

Memoirs of a Hoodstar 2017-09-08
in 2008 the united states supreme court ruled californias prison system as unconstitutionally cruel and overcrowded the decision
mandated the downsizing of a prison system that had risen to become the largest in america how did california become the king
of imprisonment and what prompted the mass incarceration of a generation of minority males memoirs of a hoodstar is a real
look at one mans life as he goes from a serious hustler to prison inmate jamal ends up behind bars after living a life of crime and
although he deserves some punishment he soon begins to realize the huge number of african american males behind bars is
more than punishment its a political game and hes just one of the pawns paying a priceless price greedy men like big al make
loads of dough on the california penal system and nobodys stopping them jamal hopes that the madness will stop but who will
stand up for prison inmates d durand hall provides the uncut truth behind the barbaric imprisonment of californias notorious
department of corrections but also reveals how ex cons can turn their lives around



The Holocaust, Religion, and the Politics of Collective Memory 2017-07-05
the program of extermination nazis called the final solution took the lives of approximately six million jews amounting to roughly
60 percent of european jewry and a third of the world s jewish population studying the holocaust from a sociological perspective
ronald j berger explains why the final solution happened to a particular people for particular reasons why the jews were for the
nazis the central enemy taking a unique approach in its examination of the devastating event the holocaust religion and the
politics of collective memory fuses history and sociology in its study of the holocaust berger s book illuminates the holocaust as
a social construction as historical scholarship on the holocaust has proliferated perhaps no other tragedy or event has been as
thoroughly documented yet sociologists have paid less attention to the holocaust than historians and have been slower to fully
integrate the genocide into their corpus of disciplinary knowledge and realize that this monumental tragedy affords opportunities
to examine issues that are central to main themes of sociological inquiry berger s aim is to counter sociologists who argue that
the genocide should be maintained as an area of study unto itself as a topic that should be segregated from conventional
sociology courses and general concerns of sociological inquiry the author argues that the issues raised by the holocaust are
central to social science as well as historical studies

Preventing Corporate Accidents 2008
the passing of the corporate manslaughter and corporate homicide bill in the uk and increasing public and investor pressure for
good corporate governance and corporate social responsibility means organizations now more than ever need to ensure they do
all they can to prevent major accidents however past experience shows that just implementing safety management systems is
not enough and this book makes the case for a more holistic and ethical approach to improving corporate systems as a whole
preventing corporate accidents shows how major accidents can result from human error and defects in corporate systems the
book describes accident prevention strategies from safety culture safety management systems foresight and planning to safety
regulations corporate ethics corporate social responsibility and the learning organization barry whittingham illustrates with
international case studies from various industries how and why these defences have failed in the past and more importantly how
to strengthen corporate systems to prevent future major accidents the case studies include the loss of the space shuttle
columbia infant heart surgery at bristol royal infirmary the davis besse nuclear power plant incident the fire and explosion at the
conoco phillips humber oil refinery herald of free enterprise and southall rail accident manslaughter prosecutions this book is
essential reading for all those with a professional interest in health and safety management the control of major risk and
accident prevention in particular for directors senior managers and health safety professionals in high hazard industries and
public operations such as nuclear chemicals construction oil and gas energy manufacturing and transportation barry
whittingham has worked as a senior manager design engineer and consultant for the chemical nuclear offshore oil and gas
railway and aviation sectors he developed a career as a safety consultant specializing in the human factors aspects of accident
causation barry is a fellow of the safety and reliability society

The War Profiteering Prohibition Act of 1985 1986
an entertaining introduction to a serious issue it s not a secret that corporate fraud and scandal are real threats to business
today from which no organization is immune fraud losses are devastating but they are also highly avoidable the third book in the
a manager s journey series corporate fraud follows bill reynolds first to new york city and then to florida where along with his
colleague jack he sets up an anti fraud policy within their company and investigates allegations made by a whistleblower in their
orlando office until the whistleblower disappears unconventional in approach yet extraordinarily useful corporate fraud is
sprinkled with practical examples and workable solutions that take you from zero understanding of organizational fraud to
integration of corporate fraud risk management and sound internal controls into everyday work through bill s latest journey you
ll discover how to manage the risk of fraud across all parts of your business and meet the requirements of sarbanes oxley as well
as public sector regulations it s the definitive resource for managers auditors fraud examiners cfos and workteams with relevant
information on preventing and detecting fraud within your organization

Corporate Fraud 2007-11-02
this book takes the ten year anniversary of 9 11 as a timely point at which to review the impact on the theory and practice of
self determination caused by wider anti terrorist action and a growing disregard of the laws of armed conflict

To Prevent Profiteering in War 1936
in recent years terrorism has become closely associated with martyrdom in the minds of many terrorists and in the view of
nations around the world in islam martyrdom is mostly conceived as bearing witness to faith and god martyrdom is also central



to the christian tradition not only in the form of christ s passion or saints faced with persecution and death but in the duty to lead
a good and charitable life in both religions the association of religious martyrdom with political terror has a long and difficult
history the essays of this volume illuminate this history following for example christian martyrdom from its origins in the roman
world to the experience of the deaths of terrorist leaders of the french revolution to parallels in the contemporary world and
explore historical parallels among islamic christian and secular traditions featuring essays from eminent scholars in a wide range
of disciplines martyrdom and terrorism provides a timely comparative history of the practices and discourses of terrorism and
martyrdom from antiquity to the twenty first century

To Prevent Profiteering in War. Hearings Before a Subcommittee... on H.R.
5529... 1936
military economic and environmental violence in the era of globalization cause immense suffering and may ultimately threaten
the existence of life as we know it but author pilisuk explains that the future can change if we understand and act upon the roots
of violence a professor emeritus of psychology and human and community development pilisuk explains how most violence is
the product of a human built social order in which some people and institutions control most of the resources make the decisions
that necessitate violence and operate with minimal accountability the common root of war poverty environmental destruction
and other forms of violence is spotlighted such violence says pilisuk is a natural consequence of a system inordinately influenced
by a relatively small interconnected group of corporate military and government leaders with the power to instill fear to increase
their excessive fortunes and to restrict information particularly about their own clandestine dealings this text includes
scholarship hailing from across disciplines combined with information from investigative journalism and insights from nonprofit
watchdog groups all shedding light on centralized power and its effects pilisuk presents material including the range of tactics
used to manipulate and destroy adversaries the human capacity to kill as a challenge and how media is used by powerful groups
to manipulate fear and maintain their power here readers find solid social science to support what whistleblowers and social
critics are observing about a system that needs change

Profiteering 1918
education of america s school children always has been and always will be a hot button issue from what should be taught to how
to pay for education to how to keep kids safe in schools impassioned debates emerge and mushroom both within the scholarly
community and among the general public this volume in the point counterpoint debating issues in american education reference
series tackles the topic of school governance fifteen to twenty chapters explore such varied issues as decentralization federal
roles in standards and assessment parent involvement top down vs bottom up decision making and more each chapter opens
with an introductory essay by the volume editor followed by point counterpoint articles written and signed by invited experts and
concludes with further readings and resources thus providing readers with views on multiple sides of governance issues and
pointing them toward more in depth resources for further exploration

Self-Determination in the Post-9/11 Era 2011-05-06
the case for an eco emancipatory politics to release the earth from human domination and free us all from lives that are both
exploitative and exploited human domination of nature shapes every aspect of our lives today even as it remains virtually
invisible to us because human beings are a part of nature the human domination of nature circles back to confine and exploit
people as well and not only the poor and marginalized but also the privileged and affluent even in the world s most prosperous
societies although modern democracy establishes constraints intended to protect people from domination as the arbitrary
exercise of power it offers few such protections for nonhuman parts of nature the result is that wherever we fall in human
hierarchies we inevitably find ourselves both complicit in and entrapped by a system that makes sustainable living all but
impossible it confines and exploits not only nature but people too albeit in different ways in eco emancipation sharon krause
argues that we can find our way to a better freer life by constraining the use of human power in relation to nature and promoting
nature s well being alongside our own thereby releasing the earth from human domination and freeing us from a way of life that
is both exploitative and exploited complicit and entrapped eco emancipation calls for new more than human political
communities that incorporate nonhuman parts of nature through institutions of representation and regimes of rights combining
these new institutional arrangements with political activism a public ethos of respect for nature and a culture of eco
responsibility

Martyrdom and Terrorism 2014
the private finance initiative pfi the use of private funds to build public sector infrastructure began in 1992 since then it has been
one of the most contentious policies advocated by both conservative and labour governments after 25 years of costly failure the



policy has now been abandoned by labour and tory parties 125 british pfis are nhs projects which will cost over 80 billion for
buildings built for 12bn many pfi companies are now owned offshore paying no tax on profits while the extra costs of pfi hang
like a millstone dragging down nhs trusts unhealthy profits explores the theory and practice costs and consequences of pfi how it
has spread world wide and what can be done about it and as a unique case study it tells the story of the unison branch in mid
yorkshire hospitals trust that has commissioned the book and fought pfi all the way

Who Benefits from Global Violence and War 2007-12-30
president eisenhower originally included academic in the draft of his landmark oft quoted speech on the military industrial
complex giroux tells why eisenhower saw the academy as part of the famous complex and how his warning was vitally prescient
for 21st century america giroux details the sweeping post 9 11 assault being waged on the academy by militarization
corporatization and right wing fundamentalists who increasingly view critical thought itself as a threat to the dominant political
order giroux argues that the university has become a handmaiden of the pentagon and corporate interests it has lost its claim to
independence and critical learning and has compromised its role as a democratic public sphere and yet in spite of its present
embattled status and the inroads made by corporate power the defense industries and the right wing extremists giroux defends
the university as one of the few public spaces left capable of raising important questions and educating students to be critical
and engaged agents he concludes by making a strong case for reclaiming it as a democratic public sphere

School Governance 2012-08-14
the volumes in this set originally published between 1964 and 2002 draw together research by leading academics in the area of
higher education and provide a rigorous examination of related key issues the volume examines the concepts of learning
teaching student experience and administration in relation to the higher education through the areas of business sociology
education reforms government educational policy business and religion whilst also exploring the general principles and practices
of higher education in various countries this set will be of particular interest to students and practitioners of education politics
and sociology

Eco-Emancipation 2023-05-16
this distinctive handbook covers the breadth of sports and media scholarship one of the up and coming topics bridging media
entertainment sports management and popular culture organized into historical institutional spectator and critical studies
perspectives this volume brings together the work of many researchers into one quintessential volume defining the full scope of
the subject area editors arthur raney and jennings bryant have recruited contributors from around the world to identify and
synthesize the research representing numerous facets of the sports media relationship as a unique collection on a very timely
topic the volume offers chapters examining the development of sports media production coverage and economics of sports
media sports media audiences sports promotion and race and gender issues in sports and media unique in its orientation and
breadth the handbook of sports and media is destined to play a major role in the future development of this fast growing area of
study it is a must have work for scholars researchers and graduate students working in media entertainment media psychology
mass media mass communication sports marketing and management popular communication popular culture and cultural
studies

Unhealthy Profits 2018-11-19
accumulating insecurity examines the relationship between two vitally important contemporary phenomena a fixation on
security that justifies global military engagements and the militarization of civilian life and the dramatic increase in day to day
insecurity associated with contemporary crises in health care housing incarceration personal debt and unemployment
contributors to the volume explore how violence is used to maintain conditions for accumulating capital across world regions
violence is manifested in the increasingly strained often terrifying circumstances in which people struggle to socially reproduce
themselves security is often sought through armaments and containment which can lead to the impoverishment rather than the
nourishment of laboring bodies under increasingly precarious conditions governments oversee the movements of people rather
than scrutinize and regulate the highly volatile movements of capital they often do so through practices that condone
dispossession in the name of economic and political security

University in Chains 2015-10-23
when canada in the european age 1453 1919 was first published it reversed traditional methodology by placing canada s
evolution in the context of the rise and fall of empires around the world not just in the americas r t naylor contends that the



struggle for property and political rights in early nineteenth century newfoundland is incomprehensible without an understanding
of events as distinct as the afro american slave trade or the napoleonic wars the opening of the natural resource frontier of
british columbia makes sense only if seen as another manifestation of the same historical forces that fired the opening shots in
the opium wars in china and the fate of canada s native peoples may have been different in form but not in essence from that of
the aboriginal inhabitants on almost every continent

Routledge Library Editions: Higher Education 2021-03-29
both india and europe have been undergoing a difficult process of negotiating cultural religious and ethnic diversity within their
democratic frameworks in fact recent incidents of xenophobic backlash against multiculturalism and minority communities in
europe as well as myriad movements for constitutional recognition of castes tribes and languages and the emergence of
islamophobic terror in india question the conventional idea of democracy as the idyllic preserver of diversity this volume
contests the simplistic connection between democracy and diversity by proposing that democracy in fact produces sediments
and reinforces cultural heterogeneity it argues that in democratic polities disparate cultural practices are often converted into
identity categories with disturbing implications for national identity constitutionalism political governance and citizenship while
mobilizations on the plank of cultural differences are typically viewed as being born in undemocratic spaces with little toleration
for diversity they also find fertile soil in democracy insofar as democracy celebrates diversity and allows cultural dissent to thrive
such dissent while essential for democracy has difficult consequences examining the fundamental conflict between constructions
of particular cultural identities and mandates of a unifying democratic ethos the book brings forth the complexities underlying
the politics of identity recognition and national integration in making a radical intervention in the discourse this volume offers a
critique of existing paradigms of multiculturalism it will interest scholars and students of political science sociology and
postcolonial and comparative studies

The Nation 1920
this book steers discussion of the war on terror away from the militaristic tinge it has acquired back to the idea that increased
global cooperation and a cosmopolitan agenda would be the best solution to managing globalised risks like terrorism

Handbook of Sports and Media 2009-03-04
this multidisciplinary edited volume explores how the spread of the war on terror has entwined matters of state sovereignty and
states of war into mutually affecting relations pre emptive attacks on terrorist groups in rogue states outsourcing of state
militancy and the mutable state of armed conflict required to wage a hybrid war have increasingly been issues for the war on
terror moreover such measures have seen the spread of this war to countries such as israel russia ethiopia and uganda all of
whom have justified their own attacks in other nation states as a war of self defence against terrorism states of war since 9 11
offers a timely innovative analysis of how the war on terror has taken on different modes of militancy and militarisation in
spreading to different nation states and regions featuring a multidisciplinary line up of eminent contributors the book ranges in
reference from the early stages of the war up to france s 2013 intervention in mali part one examines the various modes of war
and militarisation that have been employed in particular nation states including afghanistan russia and chechnya and israel and
palestine part two examines how the war s innovations have more generally involved just war theory biopolitics and sovereignty
networked battlespace new military urbanism citizenship homeland security and surveillance overall this book offers a fresh
insight into how states have attempted to secure their own bounds by extending the boundaries of war itself this book will be of
much interest to students of critical terrorism studies foreign policy and ir in general

Accumulating Insecurity 2011
iran the green movement and the usa presents the paradox that the usa faces in dealing with iran over its nuclear armament
negotiate and legitimize ahmadinejad s otherwise troubled presidency resort to sanctions or military strikes and altogether
destroy the budding civil rights campaign of the green movement either way as leading iranian scholar hamid dabashi argues
the islamic republic will become even stronger featuring a short history of how the usa and iran came to be in this confrontation
this elegantly written book provides the reader with a dynamic picture of the regional geopolitics and a purposeful guide to how
to understand and deal with it

Canada in the European Age, 1453-1919 2006-07-10
examines the operation of network forms of organization in social resistance movements in relation to the integration of the
world system the intersection of networks and the possibility of social transformation



The Democratic Predicament 2014-03-14
this book analyses the role of war and violence in both its physical and symbolic forms for social work in a time of neoliberal
globalisation from a social justice perspective it argues that the consequences of wars in both their old and new forms and the
exercise of symbolic violence for the practices of social work at national and global levels have been ignored this work explores
the relationship between recent neoliberal and global transformations and their consequences for intensifying new wars and
conflicts in non western countries on the one hand and the increasing symbolic violence against marginalised people with
immigrant and non western background in many western countries on the other the analytical approach of the book based on
the theories of multiple modernities and symbolic violence is unique since no other work has applied such theoretical
perspectives for analysing inequalities in relation to the condition of lives of non western people living in western and non
western countries this is a necessary contribution for social work education and research since the discipline needs new
theoretical perspectives to be able to meet the new challenges raised by recent global transformations and neoliberal
globalisation

Risk, Global Governance and Security 2009-03-26
this is a consensus challenging history of the alger hiss whittaker chambers controversy of 1948 to 1950 a criminal case in which
hiss was convicted of perjury after two long trials chambers claimed that hiss had passed classified state department documents
to him in 1937 and 1938 for transmittal to the soviet union hiss denied the charges but was found guilty at his second trial the
jury could not reach a decision in the first hiss was not charged with espionage because of the statute of limitations the main
focus of this narrative concentrates on the early months of the affair from august 1948 when chambers appeared before the
house committee on un american activities and denounced hiss and several others as underground communists to the following
december when hiss was indicted for perjury the truth emerges as the story unfolds based in part on grand jury records
unsealed by court order in 1999 leading to the conclusion that the stories whittaker chambers told the authorities and later
published about himself and alger hiss in the communist underground are completely fraudulent

States of War since 9/11 2014-02-03
based on unprecedented empirical research conducted with lower levels of the afghan police this unique study assesses how
institutional legacy and external intervention have shaped the structural conditions of corruption in the police force and the state
taking a social constructivist approach the book combines an in depth analysis of internal political cultural and economic drivers
with references to several regime changes affecting policing and security from the soviet occupation and mujahidin militias to
taliban religious police crossing disciplinary boundaries singh offers an invaluable contribution to the literature and to anti
corruption policy in developing and conflict affected societies

Iran, the Green Movement and the USA 2010-10-14
a critical look at the olympics in the postbribery post 9 11 era particularly at consequences for host cities and so called olympic
education for schoolchildren

Power, Resistance and Conflict in the Contemporary World 2009-10-16
printed for the use of the committee on governmental affairs

War, Violence and Social Justice 2016-03-09
steve chapman is a nationally syndicated columnist known for his discerning commentary wry humor and optimism in the face of
an ever changing world his newest book recalculating steve chapman on a new century compiles the best of his popular twice a
week chicago tribune column it is the first such collection of his work covering topics ranging from politics and pop culture to
business and international affairs comprising more than 220 columns published between 2000 and 2015 recalculating steve
chapman on a new century is a fascinating compendium of chapman s matter of fact opinions on everything from sports to the
iraq war his column which is featured in over 50 newspapers delivers straightforward insight into current events and pressing
social issues known for both his libertarian views and his eschewing of dogmatic ideology chapman s columns are
simultaneously skeptical and optimistic in their shrewd examination of our world chapman is also a contributor to outlets such as
slate american spectator weekly standard reason and national review he appears regularly on tv and radio programs including
cbs evening news nbc nightly news newshour with jim lehrer as well as national public radio s fresh air talk of the nation and on
point



Alger Hiss, Whittaker Chambers and the Case That Ignited McCarthyism
2013-07-20
list of illustrationslist of tablesacknowledgmentsintroductionpart i the quest for independence 1920 19401 building
independence in suburbia2 peopling the subur 3 the texture of everyday life4 the politics of independencepart ii closing ranks
1940 19655 a beautiful place 6 the suburban good life arrives7 the racializing of local politicsepilogueacronyms for collections
and archivesnotes copyright libri gmbh all rights reserved

Investigating Corruption in the Afghan Police Force 2020-08-05
the yearly volumes of censored in continuous publication since 1976 and since 1995 available through seven stories press is
dedicated to the stories that ought to be top features on the nightly news but that are missing because of media bias and self
censorship the top stories are listed democratically in order of importance according to students faculty and a national panel of
judges each of the top stories is presented at length alongside updates from the investigative reporters who broke the stories

Olympic Industry Resistance 2008-06-05

Profiteering in a Non-profit Industry 2004

Recalculating: Steve Chapman on a New Century 2016-07-26
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